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INSPIRED SECURITY
WITH GALLAGHER
Protecting people, places, and assets is at the core of what
Gallagher does. Through the design and manufacture of intuitive,
intelligent security systems, the global technology company works
with architects, engineers, and consultants to design solutions that
meet the unique requirements of customers all over the world.
Gallagher’s security solutions include access control, intruder alarms,
perimeter security, and business policy execution. With an office in
Victoria and a team across Australia, Gallagher works in collaboration
with their customers to design a scalable solution that will protect
them now, and into the future.
“From basic access control through to the highest security
requirements, we provide custom solutions to meet the individual
specifications of new builds and large scale construction projects,”
says Scott Johnstone, National Sales Manager, Australia and Papua
New Guinea at Gallagher.
In today’s rapidly changing, technology driven world, Gallagher is
continually developing innovative solutions that allow customers
to stay ahead of the game. Through their utilisation of the latest
technologies, Gallagher helps keep businesses safe.
One such innovation is Gallagher’s Command Centre software
platform, which gives customers complete control and visibility of
their site. With seamless integration to cameras, elevators, turnstiles,
biometrics and more, Gallagher’s Command Centre is a powerful
tool that provides critical site management. This fully customisable
software allows customers to configure, view, manage, and report on
all aspects of their security system at any time, from anywhere.

iGUARD AUSTRALIA:
SPECIALISTS IN CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

“Our solutions deliver so much more than security,” says Scott.
“Through automation and integration, we can create efficiencies and
save resources in a way that has a very real impact on a company’s
bottom line.”
For more information contact Gallagher, phone 03 9308 7722, email
sales.au@security.gallagher.com, website security.gallagher.com

iGuard Australia Pty Ltd is a leading provider of security
services in New South Wales and specialises in security for the
construction industry. The Management at iGuard have an extensive
background in providing site security services to the building sector;
totalling a combined 50 years experience and over 2,000 successfully
secured projects between them, their experience in this field is unrivalled.

All static guard and patrol services performed by iGuard are fully
verifiable by way of electronic Logger Reports; daily reports are
emailed to clients detailing when and where the security operatives
have patrolled during the shift the night prior. This ensures that
iGuard clients are assured that services are being carried out as per
their requirements and expectations.

iGuard prides themselves on ensuring their clients are serviced with
the most up to date technologies, which deliver superior security and
cost efficiency. They provide quality assured services with professional
support through their 24-hour call centre.

iGuard has management systems in place that are fully accredited by
SAI Global for Quality (ISO 9001:2015), Safety (ISO 45001:2018) and
Environmental Sustainability (ISO 14001:2015).

The management team at iGuard were involved in the provision
of security services to the following major infrastructure projects:
Westlink M7, Cross City Tunnel, Lane Cove Tunnel, Southern
Sydney Freight Link, Inner West Light Rail, Bangor Bypass, Lawrence
Hargraves Drive and Kingsgrove to Revesby Rail Quadruplication.
iGuard offers traditional manpower services including static
guard, patrols and responses and state-of-the-art videofied CCTV
systems and alarms, reducing the potential for theft and vandalism,
keep valuable fitout items, tools, copper and equipment secure!
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The highly experienced management team and professional security
personnel employed by iGuard makes it an easy choice for customers
to utilise their services time and time again. For security services that
are quality assured, verified, cost effective and reliable, you need look
no further than iGuard Australia Pty Ltd.

For more information contact iGuard Australia Pty Ltd, PO Box 255,
Sans Souci NSW 2219, phone 1300 448 273, email info@iguardaus.
com.au, website www.iguardaus.com.au
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HIGH-END SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Complexity under
control
Saab Australia

BE EVVA SECURE
Keeping buildings, intellectual property and people secure is a
priority issue in the 21st century. Davcor Group is a leading security
specialist, designing, marketing and wholesaling their innovative
locks, associated hardware and access control systems.
One of Davcor’s seven divisions, markets and distributes
the EVVA 4KS maximum security master key system.
The 4KS system harnesses billions of combinations to
provide maximum intrusion resistance and flexibility.
Patented protected until 2035, this premium master key
system is ideally suited to situations where a substantial
number of high security locks are required, examples being
government departments, universities, large schools or significant
commercial businesses.
Geoff Plummer, Executive Business Manager, said that the
EVVA 4KS system is accredited by the Federal Government’s
Security Construction and Equipment Committee (SCEC
approved includes SL3 rated products) and the equivalent
body in New Zealand. “Davcor (EVVA) tightly regulates
the distribution of the 4KS system. Only a select group of
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locksmith companies are accredited to be dealers and must meet the
strict dealership appointment criteria.”
The key blanks are made from high-grade nickel silver and
are virtually unbreakable, showing little wear over time. Unlike
most master key systems that rely on spring pressure in the
cylinder, the 4KS sliders (locking pins) inside the cylinder are
actively moved by the tracks in the key. A total of 12 springless,
solid sliders are brought into a specific position via positive
control of the six key curves and scanned by two control bars.
The 4KS key is scanned a total of four times which is three times
more than with conventional pin systems. The lock is only released
when the key is fully inserted, and all 12 sliders are in place.
The distinctive springless design also makes the 4KS system
highly suitable for dirty and salty environments like ports,
mines and councils in coastal areas.
 or more information contact EVVA at the Davcor Group, 14 John
F
Hines Avenue, Minchinbury NSW 2770, phone 1300 003 882,
email sales@evva.com.au, website www.evva.com.au
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Saab Australia’s OneViewTM physical security
information management system protects
some of Australia’s most complex institutions
and infrastructure—from hospitals to prisons.
Manage and streamline all security operations
from one easy view. With OneView, you’re just
one click away from the action. Developed and
supported in Australia by a company you can
trust. Ask us how we can easily tailor OneView
to suit your facilities’ unique needs or integrate
your current security sub-systems (CCTV,
access control, intercoms, etc.) Call to book an
obligation-free demonstration // 02 6267 0200

saab.com.au

A SAFE AND SECURE

EDUCATION HUB
POOL & BOUNDARY FENCING

SECURITY FENCING

BALUSTRADING

GLASS SYSTEMS – POOLS & BALUSTRADE

CALL IN THE
PALACE GUARD
When it comes to the latest in security technology and
professionalism, Castle Security is an industry leader servicing
business, government and residential requirements.

DECORATIVE SCREENS

WELDED SCREENS

Starting operations in Perth 30 years ago, Castle Security are a proud
family owned business who have recently expanded their services to
include other Australian states and Territories. The company specialises
in business security systems, CCTV systems and an expanding range of
other security solutions, with a mission to bring the latest technology
from around the globe to Australia.
Managing Director, Louis Thorp said that Castle Security provides
a comprehensive range of security services including CCTV,
alarm systems, access control, intercoms, 24 hour monitoring,
electric fencing, fire alarm maintenance and nurse call systems.
Castle Security also provides an estimating service for electrical
contractors and builders who require detailed and specialised advice
on security systems.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:
sales@protectoraluminium.com.au
trade@protectoraluminium.com.au

Louis believes that in the area of CCTV, ‘the cloud’ is the way of the
future. CCTV cloud storage is revolutionising the industry with exciting
innovations that make security systems more secure, more accessible
and easier to use. Importantly, cloud CCTV storage removes the risk
of accidentally erasing security footage or losing surveillance video
WWW.ANCR.COM.AU

to theft. “We can upgrade existing CCTV systems to cloud storage
or hybrid NVR storage, removing the need to purchase a brand new
system,” Louis added.
Castle Security also provides comprehensive access control systems,
providing true control over who can gain access to premises.
“We can customise a system to suit any business or home,” Louis said.
“Castle Security is a credited Gallagher Partner allowing us to be at the
forefront of high tech security. We can offer the very latest in access
control and commercial security systems with the Gallagher Controller
6000 product.”
Continually seeking new technology and products for their clients,
Castle Security is committed to delivering seamless electronic security
and automated technology solutions for both the Commercial,
Government and Health Sectors.
For more information contact Castle Security Pty Ltd,
phone 08 9303 9244, email accounts@castlesecurity.com.au, website
www.castlesecurity.com.au
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Why is face recognition technology a
game changer for building security?
With the ubiquity of high-definition CCTV surveillance as a given for
construction deployments, it’s increasingly important to augment your
security investments with the capability to accurately recognise people.
Cognitec has been providing market-leading face recognition products to
commercial and government clients worldwide for almost 20 years.
This is all we do, so we have to do it well.
The software originates in Germany; is leading-edge, robust and mature;
and is supported in Australia via our office in Darling Harbour, Sydney. We
work with Commonwealth and State government customers throughout
Australia, along with stadiums, airports and smart city constructions.
Face recognition provides security system integrators and end-customers
with many benefits, including:
instant detection, tracking and recognition of persons on watch lists,
as a pro-active measure to prevent security threats
detection of persons banned from premises, like disgruntled former
employees or illegal workers

•
•
•
•

face matching as a second factor of authentication to detect RFID
card swaps or the use of lost cards

•

enhanced surveillance at public venues, such as stadiums, arenas, and
entertainment centres
entry/exit recording, and restricted area monitoring, in conjunction
with building access control and video management systems
detection of intruders who are not allowed in a particular location,
such as non-residents and unauthorised employees/contractors
Cognitec uses state-of-the-art machine learning techniques to achieve
continuous advancement of our face matching algorithms, has won
customer value leadership awards, and shows highly accurate results in
recent independent government tests.
As you design your next projects, ask us about how to enhance and
future-proof their safety and security by incorporating face recognition
solutions from Cognitec.

The most experienced face recognition company
www.cognitec.com
Talk to us about your face recognition needs: sales@cognitec.com
Cognitec Systems Pty Ltd, L20, Tower 2, Darling Park, 201 Sussex St, Sydney 2000

